Do You Want to Inspire Your Tribe?

Sam appeared on Australia’s Sunrise, Today Tonight and The Today Show, all with television audiences of
more than 1 million viewers. The interviews focussed on discussing women’s health and the importance of
mastering work-life balance.
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Introducing Sam Beau Patrick
Motivate change, enhance productivity and inspire happier lives!
Sam inspires people to WANT to be healthy and happy in a fun and invigorating way.
Attendees will be presented with…
• Simple explanations and practical logic to solve complex health issues and how to avoid them
• Lifestyle tips relating to health, environmental, lifestyle and emotional factors to improve longevity and wellbeing
• Challenges to inspire to be the very best
• Sam’s holistic revelations transcends self awareness and a healthy lifestyle
• Motivational techniques to control all aspects of life, relationships, work and health
The
power
of
gratitude and discovering positive situational outcomes .
With 28 years of public speaking experience, Sam has mastered engaging stories to illustrate a logical pathway towards
identifying improved health, well-being and happiness.

Sam is engaging, knowledgeable and professional as reflected in these endorsements:
“..All the attendees were impressed with your expertise and professionalism, and found your information both
entertaining and educational. Many members and guests commented on the depth of your knowledge and that they
had learned so much more about themselves and how to manage the different areas of their lives.
Sam, I’d also like to thank-you for sharing many personal insights and allowing your personality to shine throughout
your presentation. You brought a warmth to the room which allowed others to shine also.
Judi Reid Director Profitune
President Women in Business Inc. QLD

“..People have said they loved it – and hearing from you – which is great – and thank you for sharing.” Karen Phillips
CEO Early Risers Gold Coast

“..Very enlightening, informative, inspirational and absolutely awesome! Know that you are making a difference and
helping a lot of people. Thank you again for your time. Just love ,love ,love you! You're such a beautiful soul.”
Melissa Groom
CEO Mums in Business Australia

“.. Dear Sam, I thoroughly enjoyed your talk. It was full of enthusiasm, knowledge and confidence and you imparted
your knowledge with ease and care. Your energy and vibrancy rubbed off on all of us! You certainly “live what you
preach.”! Perhaps we will be able to have you back again on next year’s programme.’’
Ann Shankey
President, Runaway Bay View Club

“.. Hello Sam, Thank you so much for you enthusiasm, honesty, knowledge and insight. I came away on a high with lot
of notes, great ideas and things to implement. I know guests that attended the seminars loved it! I have been raving
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to anyone that will listen and to everyone that walks through the office and I know Sharon enjoyed Saturday also. love
to see you back again sometime.”
Shay Gwinganna Health Retreat

“Thanks for that great talk on Saturday. Everybody was raving about it the next day.” Donna Step into Life
“..After your short talk the kids are raving about you at each session. Thanks and I look forward to working with you
and our competitors…”
Phil Clayton
Australian Iron Man and Head Coach Kurrawa Surf Club, QLD

“..BIG THANKS to the Health Queen Sam Beau Patrick for her Great Guest Speaking on health and nutrition! all the
members loved it!..”
Bryson Snowden
Founder and President Ask Erni, QLD

“… I enjoyed your time with us last night speaking on health issues. It was wonderful to see a healthy and radiant
Naturopath up front and you were wonderful…”
Rod Alfred
State Sales Manager QLD
“..Your talk was wonderful and I am sure everyone was inspired by you and your topic. You really are an amazing
lady…” Donna Shaw
Rotary President Surfers Paradise

WHO is Sam Beau Patrick?
Sam Beau Patrick, is a leading natural medical practitioner
and professional speaker.
With 46 accumulative years of medical experience in nursing, pharmaceuticals and natural medicine
Sam has a comprehensive understanding of health related
illnesses due to stress, poor work life balance and lifestyle
choices.
She fills a niche area in the Health & Wealth Motivation
Speaking circuit, presenting honest, informative and witty
presentations. She is fully equipped to offer orthodox and
natural medical options to educate and empower people to
harness their own health and happiness.
She has measurable results in her clinic as well as
transforming and inspiring people to desire HEALTH AND HAPPINESS and elevate their benchmarks in all aspects
of their life.
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Qualifications and Memberships
Sam’s qualifications and memberships:
 Bachelor in Health Science (Southern Cross University)
 Certificate IV in Work Place Training and Assessment
 Advanced Diploma in Herbal Medicine, Naturopathy & Nutrition
 Certificate IV in Small Business
 APMA Medrep Diploma (Sydney University)
 Grad. Certificate in Critical Care Nursing (Deakin)
 General Certificate in Nursing (Royal Hobart Hospital)
 Australian Natural Therapists Association

Sam’s Testimonials:
 August 2014 – Nominated for Gold Coast Women’s Awards, Women Making Change (winner announced in
Oct)
 July 2013 -Appeared on Today Tonight discussing chemical exposure through cosmetics
 January 2012 -Appeared on Today Tonight discussing high testosterone levels in women
 August 2011 - Interviewed on Today Tonight regarding formaldehyde contained in hair straightening products
 October 2010Appeared on The Today Show and Channel 7’s Weekend Sunrise in August 2010, discussing her
observations relating to working women and rising Testosterone levels.
 A 2010 Telstra’s Business Woman of the Year nominee
 Written and published 5 books
 Won the 1997 Representative of the Year Award (Bristol-Myers Squibb – 4th largest international
pharmaceutical company)
 Hosts a motivational, fun site for women called, www.byebyebridget.com inspired by acknowledging women
worldwide exhibit “Bridget” traits.
 Founded the health term “Female Hormone Disorder” – a phrase Sam introduced in 2010 to identify and
describe a common health issue affecting up to 85% of women.
 Part proceeds of her latest book, “Beauty and the Beast Within” donated to Bravehearts Charity
 Introduced the CLOSET packing technique to the business travel world, via her book Hot Tips for the Business
Traveller
 Sold many artistic works at exhibitions
 Active community involvement including a substantial fundraising drive for the 2009 Victorian Bush Fire
Survivors. Sam’s team, consisting of more than 600 volunteers, sorted, packed and delivered 2500 boxes of
goods, direct to tent cities. Red Cross personally acknowledged Sam and requested her assistance in the
subsequent Far North Flood Disaster.
 Introduced the Golden Wish List concept for the numerous families that lost their pocessions, live stock, loved
ones and friends. Sam offered them a Golden Wish. With the support of local radio and television stations ,
Sam directly assisted 30 people acquire their Golden Wish List.
 The Rosny College Student elect President in 1986. In this role (representing 5000 students) Sam organised
Tasmania’s first all schools forum. Representatives from around the state met and educational topics of interest
for all state students. The information was presented to the education Minister, who was instrumental in
improving education in Tasmanian high schools.
Sam Beau Patrick
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Sam’s Natural Medicine Clinic
Assistance to hundreds of people towards greater health and happiness has resulted in the following comments from
clients:

“..I came to Sam with bad anxiety, depression and hormonal imbalance. Sam’s put me on the right path with
diet, lifestyle changes and supplements. I don’t know how to thank her as she changed my life!” Menopausal
sufferer

“..I have been seeing Sam for a number of things and I am feeling so good, where I thought there was no
hope at all for me. Sam has turned my whole life around (thank-you).”Chronic fatigue sufferer

“..I can’t recommend or thank Sam enough. Sam treats our whole family. She has treated my daughter for
glandular fever, my son for an acute back injury. I have been treated for eczema and intestinal problems. She
has explained the importance of good nutrition to my teenagers. Its amazing to see the change in their diets.
Female 40 years old exhibiting skin problems
“..I am so grateful to you for sharing your knowledge, I am so relieved and have a total new lease on life for
how to tackle some of these health issues...you have really changed my outlook on thing. Thank you so
much, I just can’t express it.”
Female 30 year old experiencing burn out

Sam’s Media Appearances
In addition to being featured in national newspapers and presenting on local radio, Sam has been interviewed for her
natural medicine expertise on Australia’s leading current affair shows including:







Today Tonight 2013 (Toxic Cosmetics)
Today Tonight 2012 (Elevated Testosterone Levels)
Today Tonight 2011 (Celebrity Heads)
The Today Show 2010 (Hormones and their affects)
Sunrise 2010 (Working women and hormones)
Channel 9 News (Pain Therapy)
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Publications Books
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“..I found Sam’s book on current hormone issues facing women to be succinct, easy to read and reflects
accurately what I am hearing in my clinic. Ladies need to embrace all aspects of their life to achieve happy
hormones.”
Dr Andrew Davidson MB.BS (Sydney) FRANZCOG, FRCOG Obstetrician and Fertility Specialist

“..Sam has created a winning mix of sound scientific based research, life experience, and a good dose of
common sense that makes this bible on menopause a must read for the modern woman.” Dr. Karen
Coates
MB BS Dip Obs RACGP

Women’s magazines Sam writes for:

Life Changing and Empowering Topics
“My intention is to inspire and motivate people to be healthy and happy through
presentations peppered with fun and invigoration and... a SMILE . I believe one
smile can travel around the globe and gather momentum along the way!
Sharing a platform of ultimate health and happiness I know people are highly
motivated when successful and employers enjoy productive, focussed staff . This
is representative of achieving work/life balance .
I present the positives and negatives of modern day health treatments to inspire
people to continually strive for optimal health. Encouraging the right attitude by
I highlighting the power of positive thinking harnesses a pathway to better health
and well being . “ Sam
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Sam’s presentations are specifically tailored to deliver the Client or Sponsor’s brief and content to achieve desired
results however, the following recurrent themes are highly requested by clients. Any of these topics can be delivered
within 30 minutes or packaged into a full day presentation.
KEY NOTE PRESENTATIONS

 Maintain the Feminine YOU in the Work Place
o

This talk is relatable for any group: work, health or social. Sam highlights the evolution of women over
the past 50 years in the work place illustrating why many women are experiencing the ill effects. She
speaks candidly about achieving the right work/life balance for YOU!

 Stress Resilience
How can you empower staff to become stress resilient? Sam presents practical tips for people to recognise the
negative work and relationship effects of stress on their body and how to adopt lifestyle techniques to harness
a relaxed life and productive living.



How to be Inherently Healthy and Happy!



The Secret of My Success

Work less and increase productivity! This insightful presentation directed at employees to develop and
maintain healthy habits both in the work place and at home. Tips include taking time to eat, peppering the
day with stimulating activities, increasing water intake and conscientiously living in the moment. Utilising a
culmination of common sense and comical explanations, Sam motivates staff and management to
incorporate proven health habits resulting in a 30 % productivity increase in the work place, less sick and
stress leave and a healthier and happier working environment and life for participating employees.

o

Sam conveys her story leading to business success, an outstanding role model for women globally. .

 Heart Stopping Health News
In Sam highlights the realistic first signs of heart disease, stress and stroke. Her 46 accumulative years of
medical experience in nursing, pharmaceuticals and natural medicine provides a solid platform to outline the
pros and cons of managing heart disease. Heart and metabolic disease are the two leading causes of
preventable death in Australia and the US. Therefore it is critical to educate employees and delegates of any
warning signs and highlight preventative measures to mitigate their risk. Sam empowers audiences to adapt
certain behaviours to decrease their likelihood of disease and increase their overall health and well-being.


Eating for Competing!
Sam’s comprehensive knowledge of sport nutrition is commendable. She motivates athletes to aspire to be
the best they can and presents crucial nutrition tips in simple user-friendly application. . She believes the right
nutritional mix on competition day, is the key to acquiring 1st and 10th position.
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Customise Topics
Sam conceptualises tailor made presentations to incorporate the brief and for desired results to ensue. Prior to
engaging Sam consider the following: “What changes would I like to see the day after Sam’s presentation?” Your
answers should have clarity and be specific to enable Sam to personalise the delivery of your presentation in an
informative and entertaining manner to capture your audience.

The Business Side of Things
Our Unique Risk-Free Guarantee
Sam prides herself on her ability to deliver value for money presentations. To that end, if your expectations
are not met she offers the following Guarantee: At the conclusion of the presentation, if you are not entirely
satisfied that the agreed goal was not achieved, then you will receive a full refund of the presentation fee
without negotiation and offered another presentation of the same duration at no charge.
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Sam’s clients
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The Next Step
Prior to engaging Sam, we ask you invest a few minutes to address the following questions to ensure you
acquire the desired results enabling Sam to surpass your expectations. Please consider:
Timeframes: Dates and times for your presentation as well as duration eg half-day workshop, 1 hour
presentation or a full day?
Location: Presentation held on your work premises or location of your choice or do you request a location to
be sourced?
Participants: Audience numbers and demographics for example all employees, managers, mostly female or
male, age range, industry sector?
Goal / Aim:

Objectives:

The subject and content you request and the overall purpose for this presentation for
example has your company recently experienced a change in ownership or organisational
structure, is it in its infancy stage, are you engaging in expansion?

Outline the tangible results you anticipated (examples below) and how will this outcome be
measured?
 Are you wanting to inspire change amongst your team?
 Is the primary purpose to educate towards better inner health?
 Would you prefer a more interactive presentation to entice a”fun” learning
environment or more formal structure?
 Would an objective to encourage employees / delegates to consider new options and
think more laterally to heighten productivity in the work place or is the purpose to
consolidate the staff and feel accepting of existing company policies?

Style:

Do you have a preferred format method for example keynote speech, seminar,
before or after luncheon / dinner presentation, interactive workshop?

Benchmarks:

Are there any Key Performance Indicators by which you will measure the effectiveness of the
presentation? For example the presentation can incorporate a feedback forum at the
conclusion or incorporate practical steps employees / delegates are encouraged to administer
for a specified timeframe.
Kindly contact Sam on 0405 669 135 (61+ 405 669 135 international) or sam@sambeaupatrick.com .
This document outlines the basics, however, if you seek further information or wish to view a video of past
presentations, please do not hesitate to visit Sam’s media website: www.sambeaupatrick.com or call her to discuss.
Thank you for your time and opportunity to work on a mutually beneficial productive and memorable presentation
gathering!
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Warmest Regards,
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